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ON QUASI-SEMIDEVELOPABLE SPACES

By IL HAE LEE

1. Introduction.

In recent years there have been several studies concerning the generalization of developa- 
ble spaces. H. R. Bennett [3J defines a quasi-developable space which is useful to obtai
ning metrization theorems for Mi-spaces (i=l. 2, 3). C. C. Alexander [I] introduced semi
developable spaces and proves that a space is semi-metrizable if and only if it is semi-develo
pable To-space. He also introduces cushioned pair semidevelopable spaces [2J to obtain a
generalization of Morita's metrization theorem.

In the paper [8J we have generalized developable spaces further and introduced a quasi
semidevelopable space which includes both classes of semi- and quasi-developable spaces. We
denote a quasi-semidevelopable space by a qs-developable space as in [8J. Thus we have
shown that

(1) A space is semi-developable if and only if it is qs-developable and perfect.
(2) In a qs-developable space hereditary Xl-compactness, hereditary Lindelof property and

hereditary separability are equivalent,
(3) A separable regular To-space with a point-finite qs-development is metrizable.
In the present paper we extend some of the results appeared in [8J. A qs-strati:fiable

space is defined and show that it is semi-strati:fiable if it is perfect. The closure preserving
property for the qs-developable space is investigated to :find relations between qs-develo
pable spaces and Ali-spaces. By doing so, we get an example which shows that a regular
closure preserving semi-developable space is not always metrizable. We give more general
definition of cushioned pair qs-development than the one appeared in [8J. Thus we obtain
a generalization of theorem 2.3 of [8J.

By a space we will mean a topological space in this paper. We assume every topolog
ical space is T I unless otherwise mentioned. We adopt the convention if G is a subset of
a topological space X, then Int(G) denotes the interior of G in X and cl(G) denotes the
closure of G in X. IT G is a collection of sets, then G*= U{glgEG}. Finally N denotes
the set of all positive integers. All undefined terms are as in [7J.

2. Quasi-semidevelopable spaces.

Let T= (71' 72, ... ) be a sequence of collections of subsets of a topolgical space (X, T). Con-
sider following three conditions of the sequence T;

(1) For each xEX (St(x, Tn) InEN, XETn*} is a local basis at x.
(2) Each Tn is a covering of X.
(3) Each 7n is a subclass of T.

The condition (1) is equivalent to the following;
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(a) For each xEX and for each positive integer n St(x, r,,) IS a neighborhood of z
provided St(x, r,,)=I=,p, and

(h) For each XEX and for each open set U containing x there exists a positive integer
n such that xESt(x, r,,)c.U.

If r satisfies all the above three conditions (1), (2) and (3), then r is called a develo
pment for the space X. And r is a semi-devewpment for X if it satisfies only the two
conditions (1) and (2) [IJ. On the other hand if 7 satisfies the conditions (1) and (3),
then it is called a quasi-devewjJment for X [3J.

We generali7£ these spaces and define a new class of spaces.

DEFINITION 2.1. A sequence 7=(r1072,···) of collections of subsets of a space X is a
quasi-semidevelojJment for X if 7 satisfies the condition (1).

A space is said to he quasi,semidevelopable if it has a quasi-semidevelopment.
From the definition it is clear that semi-developable spaces and quasi-developable spaces

are qs-developahle.
G. D. Creede [6J introduced a class of semi-stratifiable spaces as a generalization of semi

metric spaces. He shows that a Trspace is semi-metric if and only if it is :first countable
and semi-stratifiable. The class of semi-strati:fiahle spaces contains M3-spaces [4J. (For the
definition of M3,spaces see section 3.) Now we introduce a class of qs-strati:fiable spaces as
a generalization of qs-developable spaces and show that a qs-strati:fiable space is semi
strati:fiable if it is perfect.

LEMMA 2.2. A space X is T 1 and qs-aevelopahle if and only if there is a mapping g;
NxX-gJ(X) such that

(1) the set Z",= {nENlg(n, x) =I=,p} is infinite,
(2) the collection {g(n, x) InEZ...} is a bJcal basis at the point x,
(3) for each i,kEZ", g(i,x)cg(k,x) if i<k,
(4) if xEg(n, x,,) for every nEZ"" then x is a cluster point of the sequence <x,,>,

and
(5) if xEg(n,y), tkenxEg(n,x).

Proof. Let 7=(r1o r2······) he a qs-development for the space X, We may assume that
the set {nIXEr,,*} is infinite for each point of X. Letf: NxX-P(X) he the mapping
such thatf(n,x)=St(x,r,,) and z'...={nENlf(n,xhl=,p}. Then clearly the set Z'", is in
finite. In order to get a mapping which satisfies the above conditions we define a mapping
gasfulli~ .

,p if nEZ'....
g(n,x)=

nf(i, x)
i~.
£EZ'z

if nEZ'",

The set Z",= {nENI g(n, x) =;l=,p} is infinite since Z...=Z'"'. Clearly {fen, x) InEN and :&

Er,,*} is a local basis at x for each XEX, and so is {g(n,x)lnEZ,x}. The third property
of the lemma is clear.

To show (4), let xEg(n, x,,) for every nEZ.... Then it is easily seen that Xn is in
every g(n, x) for nEZ",. Since the sequence of sets {g(n, x)} is d~ng, x is a cluster
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]JOint of the sequence <xn>.
To show the last property, let xEg(n, y). Then xE nfCi, y) which is a subset of

i~.
iEZy

f(n,y) where nEZy- Therefore XESt(y, Tn). This implies that yEf(n, x) and nEZr•
Now we prove the converse. Let

Tn= {{x, y} lyEg(n,x)VxEg(n,y)}.

Each rn is a collection of subsets of X which has two elements. For the sequence <rn>
it can be shown that {St(x, rn)} is a local basis of x. Thus the oollection (Tb T2······) IS
a qs-development for X.

The above lemma motivates us to formulate the concept of qs-stratifiable spaces by a
slight modification of the neccessary condition of lemma 1.5. We state the formal definition
as follows:

DEFINITION 2.3. A topological space (x, 't) is said to be qs-stratijiohle if there exists a
mapping f: NxX--.... such that

(1) Zr= {n If(n, x) =i=4>} is infinite.
(2) x belongs to the intersection of fen, x) for all n in Zr.
(3) H x belongs to fen, xn) for every n in Zr, then x belongs to the closure of {Xb

-X2' •••••• } and
(4) n is an element of Zr whenever XE fen, y).

H we set fen, x) =Int(g(n, x)), where g(n, x) is that of lemma 2.2, then cleary fen, x)
satisfies all the above conditions. Therefore every qs-developable space is qs-stratifiable.

LEMMA 2.4. A space is qs-stratijiohle if and only if there is an open cO"CeTing <On> of
X such that

(1) for each x there exist infinitely many On which contain x and
(2) for each open set V there corresponds a seqwmce of cwsed sets <Vn> such that

V= U (VnnOn)
ft

Proof. Suppose X is qs-stratifiable under the mapping f: NxX--..... Let On= Uf(n, x).
zEX

Then clearly U On=X. Furthermore each On is characterized by the set Zr, namely,
n

Uf(n,x)= {xEXlxEf(n, x)}.
"EX

For an open set V let

Vn=X- U fen, x).
:J:EX-U

Then <Vn> is a sequence of closed sets. It is not difficult to verify that V"= U(VnnOn) .
The remaining part of the theorem is an easy consequence of the fact that U fen, x)

%EX-U
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::::> U fen, x) if UcV.
z~x-v

To prove the converse we set f(n,x)=(X-(X-x),,) flO...

Then f: NxX~ and satisfies (1) to (4) of definition 2.3.

THEOREM 2.5. A space is semi-stratifiohle if and only if it is qs-stratifiohle and per
fect. (For the definition of a semi-stratifiohle space see [6J.)

Proof. Suppose X is qs-strati1i.able and perfect. Let U be an open set. Then by lemma
2.4 there is a sequence of closed sets <U..> and an open covering <0,,> of X such
that U = U(U" fl 0,,). Since X is perfect,.

U= U (U"fl [UFlIiJ)= UU"i
I'll i .~i

where each F"i is closed and UlIi=U.. flFlIi.
Let U and V be open sets. There correspond two sequences of closed sets <U,.>, <V..>

respectively such that U"CV" for each n. It follows that UlIiCV"i since (U.. fl F1Ii)C
(V" fl F,,;). Hence X is semi-strati1i.able. The converse is evident by Theorem. 1.2. of [6J.

H a space X is first countable, there is a mapping k : Nx X---->P(X) such that {ken, x) I
nEN} is a decreasing local basis. Moreover if the space X is qs-stratifiable by the map
ping f, then {g(n, x) InEN} is clearly a local basis of X where

g(n,x) =f(n,x) flk(n,x).

The mapping g also satisfies all conditions of definition 2. 3. Thus we know that a first
countable qs-strati1i.able space is qs-developable.

3. M,spaees (i=l, 2, 3) VB. qs-developable Spaee8.

Let r be a collection of subsets of a space. For every subclass r' of r if

d( UC)= Ud(C),
cEr' cE,'

then r is said to be closure preserving. A space is closure preserving qs-developohle if
each r" is closure preserving where r= (rt> r2, ) is a qs-development for X.

A regular space X is said to be an Ml-space if X has a q-cIosure preserving basis. An
M2-space is a regular space which has a q-cIosure preserving quasi-basis [5].

DEFINITION 3.1. H rand ii are collections of subsets of X, we say that r is cushioned
in ii if there exists a mapping D: r---->ii such that

d(UC)cUD(C)
1:£." cE7'

for every subclass r' of r.
A collection of ordered pairs of sets P is called a pair basis if

P= {P= (Pt> P 2) IPicX}

such that
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(1) P1CP2 and PI is open, and
(2) for every x and for every neighborhood U of x there exists a P in P such that

Xc=P1CP2CU.

A T 1 space X is said to be an M 3-space if X has a q-cushioned pair basis [5J.
It is well known that MI-space -> M2-space -> M3--space. For the qs-developable spaces'

with closure preserving property we have following theorem.

TIlEORBI 3.2. A regular and closure preserJing qs-developable space is an M 2-space.

Proof. Let r=(n, r2······) be a qs-development for X. Since each r" is closure preserv
ing B,,= {St(x, r,,) jxcX} is also closure preserving.

THEORE~l 3. 3. A regular space X has a closure preserving semi-development if and only
if X has a closure preserving qs-development.

Proof. The neccessity is trivial. Let r= (n, r2, ) be a closure preserving qs-develop-
ment for X. Then X is an M2-SPace by theorem 3.2. Since X is als> an M3-space,

X-r,,*= nUd where each U"k is open. Let C"k=r"U {Unk}' Then for each n and each
k .

k C"k is clearly a covering of X and is closure preserving. We show that t;;= {t;;nk!n=l, 2,
...... ; k=l, 2, ..•...} is a semi-development for X. For each x and each n. k 5t (x, C"k)
is a neighborhood of x. Let U be an open set containing x. There exists a number n
such that xESt(x, r,,)cU. Since XEr,,*, there exists a number k such that XEU"k'
This implies that XESt(X,r")=St(X,c,,k)cU, and completes the proof.

EXAMPLE 3. 4. There is a regular closure preserving semi---developable (hence qs-develo
pable by the Theorem 3.3) space which is not metrizable.

Let R be the real line and Q be the set of rational numbers. We also use the notation
(x,y) denoting the point (x,y)ERxR to distinguish it from (s,t) which is an open
interval. For xER put

Lx={(x,y) I(X,y)ERxR, O<y}

and

X=RU {U {Lx IXER}.

Now we define a basis for X as follows: For s, tEQ and z=(x, w)ELx, O<s<w<t,
we put

and A to be the set of all such Us, Xt(z). For r, s, tEQ and zER, s<z<t and r>O, we
put

Vr,s,t(z)=(s, t) U(U {(w,y) IO<y<r, WE(s,t)- {z}}),

and B to be the set of all such Vr.s,t(z).
Now let U =A nB. Then it can be easily shown that U is a q-closure preserving basis
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:making X to be a nonmetrizable fust countable Mcspare. For zER, s<z<t let

Wr,s,t(z) = «s, t)- {z}) U{(z,,)1 O<y<rl
:and

Us.t= {Us,Zt(z) Is<w<t, xER and z=(x, w)},

Wr,s.t= {Wr,s.t(z) Is<z<t and zER}.

Then

{Us,tls,tEQ} U tW~.s.t1r,s,tEQ}

'is a closure preserving qs-development for X.

Alexander introdured a class of cushioned pair semi-developable spaces [2J and proved
that a spare is metrizable if and only if it is To and has a cushioned pair semi-develop
ment. We generalize the concept by defining a cushioned pair qs-development and show
:that such a space is M3•

DEFINITION 3.5. A spare is cushioned pair qs-deveWpahle if there exist two qs-develop
ment r,o for the space such that

(1) each r .. is cushioned in 0.. and
(2) for each x and each open set U containing x there exists a number n such that

xESt(X, r ..)cSt(z, 0..)cU.

It is not so difIicult to show that if X is cushioned pair qs-developable in the sense of
I8J, that is, if

{the set of isolated points} crl*Cr2*C...,

-then this implies the above definition. For if x is not an isolated point and U be an open
set containing X. there is an m such that XESt(X,rm)cU. Sinre X is Tl> there must

-exist an n>m such that xESt(x,O..)cU.
For this n, we have xESt (x, r ..)cSt (x,o..)c::.U.

From the definition cushioned pair semi-development is a cushioned pair qs-development.
A cushiond pair qs-developable To-space is regular.

Let rand 0 be collections of subsets of a spare. We define that r is weakly cushioned
in 0 if there exists a mapping D : r-"O such that

(0 CcD(C) for each C in r and
(2) for each suoclass r'Cr

cl(UC) Ucl(D(C)).
c£r' cEr'

This is a slight generaliz8tion of the definition 3. 1.
A space is defined to be weakly cushUmed pair qs--deoelopable if there exist two qs-develop-

ment rand 0 such that

(0 each r .. is weakly cushioned in 0.. and
(2) for each x and each open set U containing z there is a number n such that
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xESt(x, r,,)cSt(x,o,,)cU.

It is clear that if X is cushioned pair qs-developable, then it is weakly cushioned pair
qs-developable. IT a space X is regular and has a closure preserving qs-development r=
(r1> r2, ), then it has a weakly cushioned pair qs-development since r is weakly
cushioned in itself and is closure preserving.

THEOREM 3.6. If a regular space X has a weakly cushioned pair qs-develojJment, then
it is an M3-space.

Proof. Let r is weakly cushioned in 0 under the mapping D and P" be a collection of
ordered pairs P=(P1> P2) such that P1=Int (St(x, r,,», P2~Ucl(D(C» where C is a
member of r" containing x. Then P" is cushioned. It is easy to show that UP" is a pair
basis. This completes the proof.

From the above theorem we have following corollary which is a generalization of the
theorem 2, 3 of [8J.

CoROLLARY 3.7. A regular cushioned pair qs-developahle space is Nagata (a first
countable stratifiable) space.
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